Newaygo County Fair
Rabbit Showmanship Book
6-8 year olds.

Parents or leaders can help with writing the answers to this book. Please use the exhibitors own
words in this case. Age is determined by what the exhibitors age is on 1/1/2014. A new book
has to be filled out each year.

Exhibitors Name _________________________________________ Date___________________

4H Club____________________________________ How long have you been in this club?_____

How many years have you shown in the rabbit area?________

What Breed is your Showmanship Rabbit? ________________________________________

When you are asked what variety your rabbit is, you are being asked what color is your rabbit.

What Variety is your rabbit? ______________________________________________________

How old is your rabbit? __________________ What sex is your rabbit? ___________________

Does your rabbit have a tattoo? ____________ which ear is it in?________________________

Do you have other breeds of rabbits? ___________________

If so what breed(s) ______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

Where did you get your rabbits?___________________________________________________

How much did it cost? ___________________________________________________________

Does it have a pedigree? _________________________________________________________

Name a breed of rabbit that is a commercial breed. ____________________________________

Name a breed of rabbit that is a fur breed. ___________________________________________

What ages does a rabbit have to be to come to fair? ___________________________________

Does a rabbit need a tattoo to come to fair? ______ What is your showman ship rabbits
tattoo?_____

What are the Girl rabbits called? _______ What are the Boy rabbits called? __________

What are baby rabbits called? __________________________________

Expenses for your project
Did you have to buy any of the following equipment? Put in how much each item cost. Put a
zero in the spot if you did not buy an item because you already had it.
Cage____________________

Rabbit Toys ______________________

Water Bottle or Dish ___________

Resting Board ____________________

Grooming Brush _____________

Show Rug ________________________

Any Other Items_____________________________________________________________

What brand of rabbit food do you feed? _________________________________________

What is the first word on the lable?_____________________________________________

What is the protein percentage? _______________________________________________

How much do you feed your rabbit ? Pick one
A.
B.
C.
D.

A scoop that is just for rabbit food.
I scoop with what ever is laying around.
I keep the feeder full everyday
I go out a couple times a week to look and see if my rabbit needs food.

Tape Ingredient Tag, or label from a bag of rabbit feed that you use here.

How much does a bag of rabbit food cost? _______________________

How many pounds is that bag of food? __________________________

Write down anything else you feed your rabbit. ______________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

There are many things you have to do to take care of a rabbit. Feeding, watering, grooming,
practicing showmanship, clipping nails, taking care of health problems and cleaning cages are
just a few of the things you have to do. Some of these things are done every day and some are
done weekly or monthly. Help me to find out what things you do to help.

List three things you do every day __________________________________________________

List 2 things you do once a week ___________________________________________________

List 2 things you do once a month _________________________________________________

List one thing you do once a year. _________________________________________________

What is your favorite job? _______________________________________________________

What is one thing you don’t like? __________________________________________________

Use this page to put pictures of your rabbit.
OR
Write a story about your rabbit

Parts of the rabbit
Put as many parts of the rabbit as you can in the drawing.

Crown, Eyes, Mouth, Ears, Nose, Front Legs, Rear Legs, Toes
Are there other parts you can add?

Working on a rabbit project can be a lot of work, but it can be so much fun too. Youth in the 6 to
8 year old group should be able to do most of the day to day chores with a little help from a
parent or older sibling.

Parent or Leader by signing the areas below you are telling me that you have helped only where
necessary.
Parents or Leader Signature ___________________________________________Date________

Exhibitor, by signing on the line below, you state that you have answered the questions to the
best of your ability.
Exhibitors Signature _______________________________________________ Date_________

Superintendents Signature ___________________________________________ Date_________

